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Chairman of Tsangs Group Appointed as Advisory Board Member of UNIPLAT
____________________________________________________________________________

Tsangs Group is pleased to announce that Chairman Patrick Tsang is appointed as an Advisory
Board Member of UNIPLAT.
UNIPLAT is the world's first online platform specialised for researchers and entrepreneurs from
all over the world to share their ideas and research projects related to United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals and gain support from individuals or institutions.
UNIPLAT's goal is to ensure that researchers and entrepreneurs worldwide are evaluated and
rewarded fairly, regardless of their economic situation, geography, or affiliation, through
incentives based on their innovative research, achievements, and discoveries.
The vision of UNIPLAT aligns with the three primary value pillars of Tsangs Group's Social
Initiatives, namely education, youth empowerment, and shaping a better future.
"The Tsangs Group's philosophy, 'Think Global. Be Local.', is what many entrepreneurs and
researchers participating in the UNIPLAT aim to embody, and I believe that the slogan 'Anything
is Possible' by Patrick makes sure to encourage many entrepreneurs and researchers around the
world. It is a great honour for the UNIPLAT to partner with the Tsangs Group. Together, we can
continue to support entrepreneurs all over the world equally regardless of their circumstances,"
commented Dr. Takahisa Karita, Co- Founder and CFO & COO of UNIPLAT.
"UNIPLAT enables global researchers and entrepreneurs to gain exposure and connect,
contributing to the improvement of global research and humanitarian projects. Their vision
matches perfectly with our Social Initiatives goals. I am glad to be part of this meaningful project,
creating positive influence and positive impact to the world," commented Patrick Tsang,
Chairman of Tsangs Group.
For more information about UNIPLAT, please visit: https://www.uniplat.social/.
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About Tsangs Group
Tsangs Group is an innovation-focused global family office that bridges East and West. Our
mission is to invest in global opportunities that allow us to exert positive influence and drive
positive impact in Hong Kong, Asia and beyond.
Headquartered in Hong Kong, Tsangs Group has direct investments across the world, we seek
out positive impact investments that reflect our values of innovation, sustainability, and
togetherness. Our strategy is opportunistic and both sector and location agnostic.
From fintech to entertainment to space travel, we are always investigating, analysing, and
supporting the cutting edge of global innovation and development.
For more information, please visit: https://tsangsgroup.co/.

